The Ounce of Prevention for Your Cloud
React. Respond. Put out the fire. Not the best way to manage your cloud.
Does this sound familiar?

• You’re manually “enforcing” policies for cloud usage using documents and wiki pages.
• You’re struggling to ensure cloud accounts are set up and configured consistently.
• You fear former employees may still have console and API access into cloud accounts.
• You’ve – more than once – overrun your cloud budget.
• You can’t hire enough people to effectively manage your cloud presence and keep up with the demand from
your users.
How can you be more proactive and get more time to focus on innovation and growth?

cloudtamer.io Automates Prevention
What if you could reclaim the hard cost of these challenges – and the
bigger impact to your time – by automating the work to ensure a
well-governed cloud? cloudtamer.io automates cloud governance,
helping you manage access, prevent the use of non-compliant
cloud services, and remain within financial bounds.
We do this through:

• Centralized management of all cloud accounts and resources
aligned to the organizational hierarchy
• Inheritable rules to enforce and share policies, configurations,
and approved resources
• Automated user management and access using Active Directory or
SAML to ensure authorized use of cloud accounts
• Cloud rule and policy exemption workflows to simplify change
management
• Configurable enforcement actions to alert, freeze spending, and
terminate cloud resources when project spending thresholds are exceeded
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Introducing cloudtamer.io Cloud Rules
cloudtamer.io uses Cloud Rules to enforce and

Cloud Rules prevent users from taking

maintain your cloud. Cloud Rules are a

unwanted or unauthorized actions in the AWS

customizable and inheritable collection of AWS

console and through APIs.

Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies,
CloudFormation Templates, Amazon Machine
Images (AMIs), Service Catalog Portfolios, and
more. When cloud rules are applied, they prevent
users from taking unwanted or
unauthorized actions.

How It Works: Establishing
Automated Compliance
1. Create your organizational hierarchy,
and add new or existing accounts.
2. Create your Cloud Rules.
3. Assign Cloud Rules to entire organizational
elements or directly to projects.
cloudtamer.io takes care of the work of applying
Cloud Rules, keeping these in sync and enforcing
compliance and budget requirements across your
organization.
Your team has better things to do than fight fires.
Put an ounce of prevention in your cloud with
cloudtamer.io.

Contact Us
Making peoples’ lives easier in the cloud through innovative
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products built by passionate employees.
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